Job Description
Job Title: Coordinator-Post Production System

JTC: CCU

Salary Range: N04

FLSA: Non-Exempt

Since 1965, we have served more than 3 million students. Dallas County Community College District
(DCCCD) is one of the largest community college systems in the state of Texas, which includes seven
independently accredited colleges located around the Dallas/Fort Worth area.

POSITION SUMMARY
Supports the organization by performing administrative duties related to planning, directing, and
coordinating the operational activities of the assigned organization and working on assigned projects.

REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES
Some responsibilities may include performing administrative duties, maintaining databases, creating
reports, assist management and colleagues perform assignments, maintain and provide direction in the
office, and completion of special projects and/or events, and other assignments as requested.
Understand the short and long term goals of the organization and has the related knowledge to fulfill
these goals successfully, following District policies and procedures. Networks with other coordinators,
institutions, and departments to share information and gain knowledge to help improve the process and
procedures.
Build solid relationships interacting with colleagues, external entities, and personnel to fulfill the vision
and mission of the organization. Serves as a primary point of contact and liaison with other offices,
individuals, and external institutions and agencies on a range of specific issues and coordinates and
facilitates meetings. The ability to analyze plans and able to identify mistakes and inefficiencies and
provide solutions.
Monitors and coordinates the budget as appropriate and prepares internal reports for management as
requested. Assist with project development, planning and implementation. Excellent time management
skills, able to prioritize, and has solid organizational skills to complete assignments, projects and tasks on
time.
Strong communication skills to speak, listen and write in a clear, thorough and timely manner using
appropriate and effective communication tools and techniques, interacting with diverse audiences.
Must be able to provide excellent customer service.
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PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS
Normal physical job functions performed within a standard office environment. Reasonable
accommodations may be made to individuals with physical challenges to perform the essential duties
and responsibilities.

MINIMUM KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE
Associates degree with two (2) years of work-related experience. Official transcripts required when
applicable. *** Will be subject to a criminal background check. Some positions may be subject to a
fingerprint check. ***

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Manage video content on various servers and uploads the video file, adding titles/descriptions,
metadata and uploading and adjusting/converting closed caption files. Responsible for streaming of all
DCCCD board meetings live and archiving them as well as streaming other district events as needed.
Mange the Media Services website and keep the content updated and current.
Perform various production functions as needed and produce, record and edit district videos. Supports
the production process and ensure efficient technical operations for LCET post-production systems.
Serve as the backup to the Post Production Systems Specialist in their absence.
Train other department members in managing the video servers and the method used to stream live
events.
Provide technical assistance, answer questions and resolve computer and video related problems.
Works with administrative/educational support applications such as video servers.
Develop and maintain training materials related to hardware and software used in Media Services.
Present lectures/trainings and demonstrations to improve knowledge and competence of hardware and
software used.
Performs other duties as assigned.
The intent of this job description is to provide a representative summary of the major duties and
responsibilities performed by incumbents of this job and shall not be construed as a declaration of the
total of the specific duties and responsibilities of any particular position. Incumbents may be directed to
perform job-related tasks other than those specifically presented in this description. Position requires
regular and predictable attendance.
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